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Abstract.

We describenonlinear resonanceabsorption of compressionalAlfv6n

wavesin a model magnetosphere.It is shownthat the ponderomotiveforce of
excitedstandingshearAlfv6n wavescan lead to nonlinearsaturationand spatial
structuringof field line resonances
and that in low-beta plasmasponderomotive
saturationmay occurbeforeother nonlinearsaturation processes
suchas the KelvinHelmholtz instability. The effectsof finite electron inertia axe also considered,
and it is shown that spatial structuring of field line resonancesmay occur with
scale sizes compatible with those found in discrete auroral arcs. Results axe
discussed in the context

of three-dimensional

numerical

solutions

to the resistive

magnetohydrodynamic
equationsand basedon a simplifiedanalyticalmodel of
nonlinear resonanceabsorption.

1. Introduction

A primary interest in these FLRs is that they can pro-

duce field-alignedcurrents(FACs) abovethe auroral

Ultra low frequency(ULF) wavesin the terrestrial ionosphereswhich are compatible with those found in
magnetosphere
[Cummingset al, 1969;Samson,1972] many discrete auroral arcs, with FACs amounting to

are oftenidentifiedas globalcompressional
wavemodes several
pA/m2. Duringonehalfofthewavecycle,
an
trapped inside an inhomogeneous
magnetosphericcav- excited FLR will have a large upward FAC in the latity [Kivelsonand Southwood,
1985,1986].Theseglobal itudinal center of the waveform, with two regions of
modescan excitefield line resonances
(FLRs) through smaller-amplitude,downward directed FACs on either
mode conversionof compressional
Alfv•n wave energy side[Greenwald
and Walker,1980]. Observational
fea-

to shearAlfv•n waves(SAWs) on localizedresonant tures of these FLRs show a 180øphasedecreasewith

magnetic surfacesin the magnetosphere. Mode con- increasinglatitude, as a result of spatial gradients in
version in the magnetosphereis a three-dimensional the Alfv6n speed toward the Earth. For 1- to 4-mHz
processwhich, in general, requires sophisticatedcom- waves, FLRs also exhibit periodic restructuring over
putationalmodelsfor accuratemodeling[Samsonand timescales of several minutes. For example, Samson

Rankin,1994;Rankinet al., 1993b]of nonlineareffects. et al. [199.6b],
usingmeridianscanning
photometerand

Here we shall discussnonlineareffectsthat might be responsiblefor the saturation of certain FLRs and which
can give rise to azimuthal and radial structuring of the
wave fields. In the magnetosphere,the SAW excited
at the resonancesurfaceconstitutesa standingpattern
along the magneticfield lines with a node in the magnetic field and an antinode in the velocity field in the
equatorial plane. In a warm plasma,/• • 1, it has been
demonstratedthat FLRs that havebeenexcitedto large
amplitude may evolvenonlinearlythrough the Kelvin-

Helmholtz(KH)instability[Rankinet al., 1903b].

magnetometerdata, identified a 2.6- to 2.8-mHz FLR
in the eveningsectorwhich was observedfor a number
of hours. The H/• emissionsfrom precipitating protons
placed the location of this FLR on geomagneticfield
linesthreadingthe inner edgeof the plasmasheet. The
FLR was observedto form large-scalevortex structures
during variousstagesof its evolution. Vortex formation
in FLRs may occur if the velocity field of the excited

SAW can be drivento large amplitude(roughly100
km/s overa scalesizeof 0.1 Rr in the equatorialplane
of the magnetosphere),
whichis possible,provideddis-

We shall consider mode conversionof compressional sipation and nonlinear saturation processesare unimwavesto SAW FLRs on closedgeomagneticfield lines portant. In the equatorial plane, the velocity fields of

closeto the Earth, at 8-10 Rr in the equatorialplane. FLRs might then allow Kelvin-Helmholtz(KH) instabilities to form. This offersan explanationfor the large-

• On leavefrom the P. N. Lebedev PhysicsInstitute, Russian Academy of Sciences,Moscow.

scalevortexstructures(with scalesizesof hundredsof
kilometers)
givenby Samsonet al. [1996b]andin other
auroralarcs[Rankinet al., 1993b;SamsonandRankin,
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FLRs
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1992;Lee and Wei, 1993],and many measurements
of a mechanismof SAW nonlinearity which arises due to
forceof the waves.This mechanism
ULF standingwave FLRs in the terrestrial magneto- the ponderomotive
spherehavebeenmade,from the early observations
of is especiallyimportant in the caseof standingSAWs
[Allan,1993;Li and
Cummings
et al. [1969]andSamson
[1972],to a variety andmayresultin ion acceleration
field-aligned
of more recentobservations
that useHF radar [Ruo- Ternerin,1993],waveprofilesteepening,
[Rankinet al., 1994],and
honiemiet al., 1991;Samsonet al., 1992; Walkeret al., spatialharmonicgeneration
1992;Fenrichet al., 1995],ground-based
magnetome- chaotic-liketemporal behaviorof the amplitudesof exet al., 1995]. Our theoretical
ters [Samsonet al., 1992;Ziesolleck
and McDiarmid, citedwaves[Tikhonchuk

correlatewellwith largedensitydepletions
(of
1994],andopticaltechniques
[Samson
et al., 1992;Sam- findings
with
sonet al., 1991;Xu et al., 1993;Samsonet al., 1996a]. orderone)that havebeenobservedin association
These observationsindicate that in the equatorial mag- SAWs[Boehrn
et al., 1990].
netosphere,FLRs might haveradial scalesizesof one
tenth of an Earth radius or less. When mapped along

Usinga modelin whicha SAW is excitedby a driver
fieldin a homogeneous
plasma,it wasdemonstrated
by

dipolefieldlinesto theionospheres,
thesescalesizesbe- Rankinet al., [1994]and Tikhonchuk
et al., [1995]that
comecomparableto thosefoundin many 10-km-scale the ponderomotive
forceleadsto nonlineardetuningof
discreteauroral arcs. Indeed, substantialobservational the standingSAW eigenmode
from the driver,and ulevidencenow suggeststhat many auroral arcsare asso- timatelythe excitedSAW can saturateby decoupling
ciated with FLR structures,as discussed,
for example,
by Samsonet al. [1996a,b].
A further interest in FLRs is that they can lead to
largeparallelelectricfields,of the orderof i V/m, above
the ionospheres,particularly at altitudes in the vicinity
of i Rz, where inverted-V electron precipitation is com-

itself from the driver. These results suggestthat the

ponderomotive
forceof standingSAWsmight alsobe
an effective mechanism of nonlinear saturation of FLRs

[Rankinet al., 1995]drivenby globalcompressional

modes.The ponderomotivesaturationmechanismmay
effectivelycompetewith the Kelvin-Helmholtzinstabilmonlyobserved[Weimerand Gumerr,1993]. As dis- ity or precedeand modifyits temporaldevelopment.
cussedbyaoertz[1984],Wei et al. [1994]and $treltsov In this paper we derivea simplifiedset of equations
and Lotko[1995],largeparallelelectricfieldsin FLRs that can be used to describeponderomotiveeffectsin
can be generated through electron inertia effectsafter dispersive
field line resonances.We deriveanalytical
the wavefieldshavenarrowedto a number(typically expressions
for the amplitudeand time of ponderomo6 or 7) of electroninertial lengths. With finite elec- tive saturation of field line resonances,describeobservatron inertia, the wave fields are limited in amplitude by tional features of our models, and comparethem with
dispersiveeffects, and a FLR will normally consistof three-dimensional
(3-D) fully nonlinearMHD simulaa spatial wave train that has a number of electric field tions in a simplified 3-D Cartesian geometry.
peaks as one moves equatorward of the resonanceposition. These features have previously been attributed

to electrostatic
shocks[Mozer,1981],but they may be
more simply explainedas the dispersiveeffectsof FLRs.

2. Basic Equations
We describeFLRs in a globalmagnetospheric
system

A recentstudy by Samsonet al. [1996a],who used for which the governingequationsconsistof the full
the Canadian Auroral Network for the OPEN Program

set of resistiveMHD equationswith the inclusionof
Unified Study (CANOPUS) array of magnetometers, electroninertia in the generalizedOhmslaw.

meridian scanning photometers, and a digital all-sky
imager, showedstrong evidenceof auroral arcs formed
by FLRs. They also observedspatial structure within
FLRs

which had latitudinal

several

hundred

0--•
+ V. (pV)= 0

(1)

scale sizes of 10-15 km that

are consistentwith dispersiveFLRs. Meridian scansof
the all-sky imager data showed that the arcs had an
inverted-V structure, with maximum energiesranging
from

op

(0

p 5+v.v

v = -VP +J x B + vV2V

eV to i or 2 keV.

Within the framework of linear analysis, a number
of important and ground-breakingtheories have been
developedto explain the coupling that occursbetween
compressionalMHD wave energy and standing SAW

0B

V x E = Ot

(3)

V x B = #oJ

(4)

FLRs [Kivelsonand Southwood,
1985,1986; Chenand
Hawegawa, 1974; Southwood,1974; Zhu and Kivelson,

1988;Lee and Lysak,1989],and a clearunderstanding of the linear behavior of FLRs has emerged. The
wave fields in FLRs can, however,becomequite large,
and clearly at somepoint nonlineareffectsshouldbe
considered. One key questionis whether nonlinear effects still permit large amplitude waves to form and
whether the nonlinear evolution of FLRs is in agreement with observations.In previouswork, we discussed

(2)

w+ v x B =

+

me 0J
ne 2 0t

Here B is the magneticfield, E is the electricfield, J is
the electric current density,p is the density,and P is the
pressure.The coefficientsy and • stand for the plasma
viscosityand resistivity, respectively.In the Ohms la.w,

equation(5), the electroninertial term is represented
by the secondterm on the right-hand side, while the
first term on the right describesthe effectsof magnetic
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field diffusion. We have ignored the electron pressure placementV = Oi•/Ot, the x componentof the equaterm in Ohmslaw, althoughundercertainconditionsit tion of plasmamotion providesa relationshipbetween
may becomeimportantin the vicinityof the equatorial •x and bz

plane. Electroninertial and ponderomotive
effectsbecomeappreciableat low altitudes1-2 RE, wherelarge
parallelelectricfieldsarecommonly
observed
andwhere
the plasma• is significantlylessthan me/mi. We have
alsoignoredthe nonlinearelectroninertia term in Ohms

1 02- -;•-¾
A
v•2V2•-0
2
o,)

•'•

•/e0+•/•0
Vao•o
v•

(6)

law and, becausewe are consideringonly ULF waves, whereVA(2): •B•/•oPo is thelocmAlfv•nvelocity.
have omitted the Hall term. In presentingvariousforms Similarly, we can •so write the • componentof the
of solution to the above equations, we note that the pl•ma displacementin terms of b•:
electric field can be eliminated by substituting Ohm's

law (equation(5))into the Faradayequation(3), and,
correspondingly,
the current densitycan be eliminated

from the momentumequation(2) usingAmpere'slaw
(equation
(4)). Thisleadsto a setofequations
involving
the eight unknownsV, B, p, and P.
In the followingsectionswe presentsolutionsto the

MHD equations
in a 3-D Cartesiangeometry[Rankinet
al., 1993a;Wei et al., 1994].In thismodel,coordinate
x

(7)
Making use of Faraday'slaw and taking the divergenceof the equationof plasmamotion perpendicular
to the ambientmagneticfield, we alsoobtain a relation-

ship between bz and •x,
is radial, y is azimuthal, and z is field aligned. The ionospheresare at oppositeendsof straight magneticfield
lines and are boundedon the left by the magnetopause
and on the right by a boundarythat is earthwardof
02• d I
(8)
the turning point of compressional
Alfv•n waves.This
so-called box model is an approximation that gives a
reasonabledescription of the behavior of radially lo- where V•_ stands for the gradient perpendicularto the
calized wave modes in the near-Earth magnetosphere. ambient magnetic field.
In a homogeneousplasma the linear dispersionrelaThe justificationfor this model is providedby the fact
that the perpendicularscaleof the wave structuresbe- tions for SAWs and compressionalAlfv•n waves follow
ing examinedis muchlessthan their field-alignedex- from equations(6)-(8) if we assumevariationsof the
tent. Further justification is providedby the fact that fieldsof the formexpi(wt- k•x- kyy- kzz):
the eigenfunctions
and eigenfrequencies
of shearAlfv•n
and compressional
wavesare primarily influencedby the
density and magneticfield in the region of the equatorial plane, which is correctlyrepresentedin our model.
However,the box model doesnot accountfor the geoThe second expressiondescribesthe compressional
metricalvariation of perpendicularscalesalongthe geowave,
and although the dispersionrelation of this mode
magneticfield. Thereforewhenwe turn to a discussion
is
modified
by electron inertia, it can easily be shown
of inertial effects,we choosea perpendicularscalethat
that
the
SAW
(the first expression
in equation(9)) is
is relevant to the ionosphericend of the field line, where
affected
bytheterm1+ k2Ae2 in the
inertial scalesbecomeimportant. The box model mag- moresignificantly
netospherealso neglectsmagneticcurvature. However, denominator. In an inhomogeneousplasma, we may rethe effectsof curvatureare negligiblefor the low-m wave gard kz as a function of x and note that as the wave
fields of the FLR narrow with time, k• may become
modes discussedin this paper.
large enough to move the resonanceposition equatorward. More significant, perhaps,is the developmentof

1 02 Ao
2•72
02 •,/po+•l/Pto
•72
0

- 1+k2,ke
2'

3. Slowly Varying Envelope Equations

-- 1+k2,ke
2'

(9)

a parallel
electric
fieldEz = -iwAe2poJz,
which,again,

only becomessignificantafter the wave fields have narIn developinga simplifiedmodelof FLRs, we shallex- rowedand, correspondingly,the parallel current has beamine the nonlinearevolutionof coupledcompressional come very large. Note that the parallel current is enand SAWs in an inhomogeneous
low-beta plasmaby tirely due to the magnetic field of the SAW.
Continuing with our derivation, we now considera
constructinga perturbation expansionof the fields in
equations
(1)-(5)oftheformA = A0+•A (1)+ •2A(2)+ plasma that is subjected to an external sourceof free3A(3),where• is a smallexpansion
parameter
which quency w which excites SAWs in the vicinity of the
is proportional to the amplitude of the excited Alfv•n critical layer, x = Xc, where the resonancecondition,
wave or driver. In the linear approximation,to order Vaa(Xc)
= w•/kz•, issatisfied.
Forlow-m(longazimuthal
•, we can neglectthe effect of plasma pressureby as- wavelengths)
modescharacteristic
of manyFLRsin the
sumingthat B = 2poPo/Bo
• <<1. We shallalsoassume magnetosphere,
it is known that the most significant
that dissipation effectsare small and account for them enhancementof the fieldsis experiencedby the SAW
in the linear approximation. Defining the plasma dis- magneticfield component,
by, and displacement,
iv.
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Keeping this in mind, we shall proceedwith our study
Usingequation(10) and the approximaterelations,
of the nonlinear temporal evolution of FLRs by consid- b,,• = kzB0•,,•, we completeour systemof equations
ering standing wavesalong the ambient magneticfield by writing equations
(6)-(8)in the form
lines.

We cansimplifyequations
(6)-(8) by takinga Fourier

2i

transform in the homogeneousdirection y and by using a slowly varying envelope approximation in time.
This implies that the z componentof the magneticfield
and the z and y components of the displacement can

20• ir z--zc,
1
• ø•)
•+5
•+
_ _•o0•

be represented
as A(z, y, z, •) = Re[A(z,•) exp(iwtik•y)]sin(kzZ), wherethe envelopeapproximation
in
time meansthat the complexamplitudeA(z,t) is assumed to changein time on a scale that is much longer
than the driver period. The explicit coordinatedependencein our equationsarisesfrom the inhomogeneityof

(•

the reference
state,¾•(•), andsincecoupling
between
the compressionaland SAW modes is strongestin a
narrow region surroundingthe resonancepoint, we, we
can approximate the Alfv•n velocity there by a linear
function:

20• i•

(13)

• +•n b,
(14)

•-• 1)

HeretheoperatorF• = -(n/•0 + u/Po)•

describes

resistive or viscousAlfv•n wave damping, and the dispersionrelation for SAWs w• expandedaroundthe resonance point • accordingto

1 k•( x-xc
For the purposesof the nonlinear descriptionof the
resonance, we have retained the ponderomotive density perturbation, 5p, in this expansion. To derive an
equation for the density perturbations, we note that
the ponderomotiveforce of a SAW excitesplasma motion along magnetic field lines and drives corresponding nonlinear density perturbations. The equation for
the density perturbationsfollowsfrom the longitudinal
z component of the equation of motion in the equa-

• b,

w•

•2
2

V•(xc)' (16)

2

wherek• - ky+ kz. Notethatin equation
(16),the
right-hand sidevanishesonly at x - x•, and awayfrom
the resonance position a spatial frequency mismatch

Aw(/) = w(x•- x)/2œ developswhichis responsible
for phase mixing.

4. Model Equations for Coupled

tion (2), togetherwith the continuityequation,equa- Standing Shear Alfv4n and Slow Mode
tion (1). Nonlineareffectsappearin secondorder,and Waves
it is straightforward to derive an equation which de-

cribesa slowmagnetosonic
plasmawave(SMW) that is
excited by the ponderomotive force of SAWs:

Equations(13)-(15)describe
threeAlfv•n eigenmodes
in an inhomogeneous
plasma:one compressional
mode

(the first equation)and two shearones.The first two
equationsare coupleddueto the plasmainhomogeneity;
the third mode is attached only in a three-dimensional

geometry,i.e., providedky • 0. This last caseis of inO
• O O
•)6_•p_
O
• b•v(11)

terestfor the study of FLRs becausefor low-rnmodes,

HereCs = v/6P/6pis the ion acoustic
velocityand only the y componentof the magneticfield experiences
Fs = -(v/p0)V 2 is an operatorwhichdescribes
spa- a strong enhancementat the resonanceposition. One
tial damping of the ion acoustic wave. Becauseof the shouldalso note that when dampingand electronindependence
on by, the driven SMW remainslocalized ertia are negligible,shearcomponents
excitedon par-

to the resonanceregionwhere the SAW magneticfield ticularfield linesdo not easilycoupleto neighboring
is large. Recognizingthe very different wave periods fieldlines(x is simplya parameter),and thusSAWs

of the SMW and the SAW, we can averagethe right- excited on different field lines will evolve more or less
independently.
handsideof equation(11) overthe fast timescalew-•
of the SAW, and find that the ponderomotiveforcehas
It wasshownby Rankinet al. [1994]that smalla slowlyvarying in time componentwhichdrivessecond amplitude SAWs can excite large ponderomotiveden-

spatialharmonic,(kv = 0,2kz), densityperturbations, sity perturbationswhichnonlinearlymodifythe SAW
5p/po= n cos(2kzz).The amplituden(x,t) of these because of a spatial modulation of the Alfv•n velocdensity perturbations satisfies the driven ion acoustic ity profile(equation(10)). It is evidentfromequations
wave equation
(13)-(15)that forthesituationconsidered
here,thedensity perturbations lead to a nonlinear shift of the reso-

nant layerposition,xc -• xc -nL/2.

0• +Fs•0+4kz2
w
•b•y. (12)
•-•
C•) n=- 2--•o2

In the modelof

homogeneous
plasmas
[Tikhonchuk
et al., 1995]thiseffectis interpreted
asnonlinear
frequency
detuning.On
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a particular magnetic field line, it leads to local nonlinear saturation of shear Alfv•n wavesthat are driven by

whereb(t) = b•/Bo. HereR = k•b•/k,Bo is the dimensionless
strengthof the driver,and Aco(z)is the spatial

an external

linear frequencydetuning parameter definedearlier. In
passing,we will note that when electron pressureis im-

monochromatic

source.

We shall see that

similar effectsoccur in the caseof inhomogencou3plasmas.

portant,the dispersion
term in equation(19) can be re-

We shall considerhere the caseof relatively weak density perturbations for which the nonlinear shift of the
critical layer is much less than the distance between ze
and the turning point, zt, of the compressionalAlfv6n

placedby +iw/2p•O2b/Ox
2, wherep• = AeVTe/V•and

VTe is the electron thermal speed. This dispersionis of
opposite sign to electron inertia and may become important in the hot plasma region near to the equatorial
magnetosphere.A detailedanalysisof the competingefw.e,
=
>>IlZ- We
damping of the compressionalAlfv•n wave for the sake fects requires a more sophisticatedmodel that includes
of simplicity. With these assumptions,the density per- field-alignedvariationsof the ambient parameters. Here
turbation and time derivative terms can be neglected we restrict our discussion
to effectsthat might dominate
in equations(13) and (14), which then reduceto the near to the auroral ionosphere.
equation
Equations(19a) and (19b) describethe nonlinearinteraction between two parametrically coupled oscillators: a SAW and a SMW. The SAW oscillator expe-

Ox
2 x-10bz
xcOx (2
ky+ kz2xLXC)
02bz
bz- 0,

(17)

riencesa nonlinearfrequencyshift, wn/4, that is di-

rectly proportional to the amplitude of the SMW, and
studied in the theory of linear resonance absorption the SMW oscillator is driven by a ponderomotiveforce
[$pezialeand Catto, 1977]. Accordingto $pezialeand that depends on the intensity of the SAW. This sys-

Catto[1977],thefieldbzcontains
forward,bz
+, andback- tem (equations(19a)and (19b))has two characteris-

ward, b•, propagatingwavesin the transparentregion, tic timescales:One timescaleis related to the magnex < xt, and becomesevanescentin the forbiddenregion, tosound period or plasma ]3, and the other is associated
x > xt. In the vicinity of the critical layer, x - x½, bz

with the timescale

is approximately
constant,
bz(x)• b½[1
q-(q/2)•2In•],

lowing sectionwe discussthe behavior of the nonlinear

with only a logarithmic divergenceof its secondderiva-

modelof FLRs described
by equations(19a) and (19b).

tive.Hereq- (kzL)2/3kylk
2 z
2and
• -- (z-zc)k•/31L
1/3

are the standard notations used in resonanceabsorption theory, and the amplitude of the magnetic field

in the critical layer, bz(xe) • be, can be related to

5. Nonlinear
and

the incident compressionalAlfv•n wave energy flux,

So= E•bf/2•o, through
theenergy
conservation
con-

dition:

for SAW nonlinear

Saturation

effects. In the fol-

Mechanisms

Timescales

In this section, we shall discusssaturation mechanisms and characteristic

timescales associated with the

model equations derived in section 4. First of all, we

• q(k•L)•/s
kz2•0=So.

note that equations(19a) and (19b) posessconservation properties.Multiplyingequation(19a) by b* and

The absorptioncoefficient
A(q), whichis a function adding it to its conjugate, we obtain after some rearof the parameter q only, has been calculated numeri-

rangement,

cally by Forslundet al. [1975]. For practicalapplications the followingsimple asymptoticalexpressions

maybe useful:A(q <<1) • 2.6q(1- 1.7q),A(q >>1) •
2exp(- •4q3/2
) _ exp(_•q3/2)
by Speziale
asdiscussed

d2

[2coo
( b,Ob)

and Catto [1977]. The maximumabsorptionA • 0.5

occurs for q • 0.5.
From the discussionabove, it can be seen that in

On the left-hand side of this equation,the second
term representsspatial damping, the third term results

the vicinity of the resonantlayer the right-handside fromthe poyntingflux of the electroninertia SAW, and
of equation(15) can be treatedas an approximately the right-hand side is a source term due to the comconstantsource,ibcku/kz,whichdrivesthe shearcom- pressionaldriver. Note that the densityperturbations
(19a)and (19b)donot affectthe energyof
ponentby. In the absenceof the electroninertia terms, in equations
the
SAW.
The
densityperturbationproducesa tempothe equationsfor by and for the densityperturbation,
Equation(12), areof the sameformasthe equations
for ral nonlinear fequencyshift that can turn on and off the
nonlineardrivenSAWsthat arisein homogeneous
plas- coupling,but there is no net transferof energybetween

mas[cf. Tikhonchuk
et al., 1995,equation
(18)].Writ-

the driven SMW

and the SAW.

First of all, we review the linear predictionsof our
ing our inhomogeneousplasma equationsin the same
model
by ignoringthe densityperturbationin equation
formas Tikhonchuk
et al. [1995],we find
(19a). Neglectingdissipationand electroninertia for
the moment, the linear solution for b reads

(19a)
(19b)

b=RAco
W----sin
(•Acot)
exp
(- •iAcot
).

(21)
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Using the above expression,it can be seen that in
the vicinity of the resonanceposition, within the thin

layer6z • 4•rL/wt (wherethe linearmismatchAw is
small), the excitedSAW experiences
seculargrowth,
b = Rwt/2. This growthcorresponds
to absorption
of
the energyof the compressional
Alfv•n wave. Indeed,

If dissipationand electron inertia effectsare small,
the estimated levels of saturation

of the FLR defined

by equations(22) and (23) becomeirrelevant,andnonlinear ponderomotiveeffectsshouldbe considered.For
a weakdriverand/or a warmplasmacharacterized
by

theinequality
R < (8•7)5/4,thedensity
perturbation

(19a)and(19b))responds
adiabatically,
and
theshearmodeenergy
W - f-•oo
dxlbv[•/41
•o grows(equations

linearlywith time and, accordingto equation(18), is we find that_periodicpulsationsof the amplitude of the
associatedwith an amount of compressi•nal wave ab-

sorptionW = ASot.
In the absenceof nonlinear effects,spatial wave damping and groupvelocityeffectsof electroninertia in equa-

tions(19a)and (19b)will eventuallyleadto saturation
of b at the resonancelayer. Consideringfirst of all dis-

sipativeeffects,it can be shownthat linear dissipative

SAW occur. These pulsationsare characterizedby the
following parameters:

by,max.321/3
(1:•/•7)1/3
Bo,
[nlmax:161/3(R2/]•'y)
1/3,
tr - 15.4w-•(/•y/R2)
•/3.

(24)

where by,maxis the maximumamplitude of the maglayer, Inlmaxis a parameter
fyingR < 8(]•y)l/2(ra/•M)
3/2,where7 is theadiabatic neticfield at the resonance
that givesan estimateof the maximumamplitudeof the
index.Fromequations
(19a)and (19b),the levelof dis-

saturation

will occur in the case of a weak driver satis-

sipativesaturationcanthen be foundby comparingthe

effective
spatialdamping,r A ~ (,/,0 + •/•0)/(5•) •,
with

the characteristic

scale width

of the resonance

ponderomotivedensity perturbations in the resonance

layer,and tr is the periodof nonlinearSAW pulsations.
The numericalfactorin the equationfor tr comesfrom
the numerical approximationof an integral. It can be

•6x/L, at saturation.The timescaleof dissipative
sat- shownalsothat the width of the regionof nonlinearsaturation, tds, and the amplitude of the SAW magnetic
uration of the FLR correspondsto a small amount of
field at saturation are given by

td,• 4•r

rlq-

frequency
aletuning,
161 < 0.4kzCsRe/s/(•37)
5/•, and
is localized
to a smallregion6x < L(tS7R2)
x/a sur-

rounding the resonancelayer.
,by,d,
• •BoR•td,.
In the oppositelimit ofa strongdriverand/ora colder

In the case of ULF waves in the magnetosphere,viscosity and resistivity are likely unimportant, and the

plasmasatisfying
R > (8f/7)•/4, thereareno realos-

cillations of the density perturbation over the time of
coefficientr//#0 in. equation(22) can be replacedby, nonlinear saturation, and the density is found to be secfor example,the corresponding
term due to ionospheric ularly growing. In this limit, we can neglect the term
•an in the second
equation
of system(22). Saturation
damping.
of
the
SAW
amplitude
occurs
when the nonlinear term
In the linearregimewheredissipation
and/or iono-

spheric damping is negligible,electron inertia will lead

in the firstequationof system(22) becomes
of thesame

orderof magnitudeas the driver. In this case,the SAW
curs as a result of the dispersiveproperties of electron magneticfield componentis foundto saturateaccording
to
inertia SAWs whichcan propagateenergyout of the resonant layer at the perpendiculargroup velocity. In this
by,max:
2BoR
3/•, tsat-- 6a•
-1i•-2/5, (25)
case,the timescalefor saturation, and the scalesize of
is the saturationamplitudeof the SAW
structure within the resonancelayer at saturation, can whereby,max
to saturation

of the wave fields of the FLR.

This

oc-

be estimated from a comparison of the order of mag-

and tsat is the time of nonlinear saturation. In this case,

nitudeof the secondand last termsin equations(19a) the induced nonlinear dephasingbetween the driver
and (19b), againassuming
that the resonance
layeris of and the excited SAW at the resonanceposition leads
aroundthe levelby,max.
thickness5x at the time of saturation. The amplitude, to burst-likechaoticpulsations
time of saturation, and thicknessof the resonant layer These pulsationsare due to the fact that the SAW can
only gain energy from the compressionaldriver during
at saturation are given by
intervals for which the phase slip between the waves
is not changing rapidly. In the strongly driven cold
teis • --

,

1

by,eis
• • BoRwteis,

.

plasma case, the ponderomotive force in the resonant
layer can easily excite density perturbations comparable to the background density. The thickness of the
nonlinear layer in that case does not depend on the
driver strength.

In discussing
linearandnonlinear
saturation
timescales,
In the situation where the scale length of the Alfv6n
speedprofile is of the order of hundredsof electron in- it is interestingto note that the regime of ponderoertial lengths,the aboveexpressionspredict that struc- motivesaturationdefinedby equation(25) will easily
ture within the resonancewill have a spatial scaleof the dominate electron inertia effects provided the driver
order of severalelectroninertial lengths. This is consis- satisfies
the inequality
R > (L/Ae)-s/s. Electron
intent with manyobservations
of auroralarcs[Borovsky, ertia effectswill then manifest as a secondaryprocess

1993].

in the nonlinear

evolution

of FLRs.

We should also
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mention here that ponderomotiveSAW amplitude saturation preventsfurther energyabsorptionof the compressionalAlfv6n wave. This may affectthe magnitude
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0.04

of the driverfield bc (assumedconstantin our model)
at the resonance
layer, and a self-consistent
analysisdf
equations
(12) and(13)-(15)isthenrequiredto include

0.03

the effectsof compressionalwave amplitude depletion

0.02

at the time of resonance saturation. However, this is

better addressedby solvingthe full systemof equations

0.01

definedby equations(1)-(5). Nonlinearsaturationof
the acoustic waves might also be affected by Landau
damping. This can possiblylead to high-energyelectron

0

0

bursts that are often seen near the polar ionospheres.
Landau damping requires a kinetic treatment for ions
and is outside the scopeof the MHD formalism used in
the present study.
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0
-O.Ol
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-0.03

(a)

-0.04
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0
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x (Normalized)
Figure 2. The amplitudeof the (a) magneticfield
and (b) densityperturbationas a functionof z obtained from the numericalsolutionto equations(19a)
and (19b). Resultsare shownat a time corresponding
to t = 4tsar. Parameterscorrespondto Q = 4.25 and
R = 1.32x 10-4. The electroninertialengthis set to
zero.

6. Numerical Analysis of Simplified
Nonlinear

(b)

Model

of FLRs

In this section, we shall examine some of the predictions of our simplified nonlinear models of FLRs that
will later be compared with numerical solutions of the

fully nonlinearthree-dimensional
(3-D) MHD equations
[Rankin et al., 1993b]. As mentionedby Tikhonchuk
et al. [1995],it is convenientto definea nonlinear
parameter Q = fZt•t, where •

= 2k•C• is the fre-

quencyof the drivenacousticwavein equations(19a)
and (19b), and t•t is a convenienttimescalefor nonlinear effects,as definedby equation(25). Crudely
speaking, very strong nonlinear behavior corresponds

to Q œ1,whereas-Q
> 1 results
in increasingly
milder
nonlinear behavior. As discussedabove, different temporal behavior of the excited SAW and ponderomotive
x (Normalized)
density perturbation is predicted for the weakly and
Figure 1. The temporal behavior of the amplitude strongly nonlinear cases,respectively.
of the (a) magneticadd and (b) densityperturbation As an example, we show in Figures 1-3 results of
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

obtainedfromthe numericalsolutionto equations
(19a) the numericalsolutionto equations(19a) and (19b)
and (19b). Parameterscorrespond
to Q = 4.25 and for Q = 4.25 and R = 1.32 x 10-4. Figure la is a
R = 1.32x 10-•. The electroninertia lengthis set to grey scale plot showingthe excited magnetic field b as
zero.

a function of ß and time, with the time unit normal-
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shows
that the resonance
position
cannotshiftsignifi-

0.05

cantly beyondthe first minimum in the magneticfield
0.04

(a)

(nearx - 0.6 in Figure2a). Narrowingtherefore
takes

0.03

placeasymmetrically,and in the absenceof significant
thermal pressure,the resonancewidth can becomepar-

0.02

case. If the plasma/9 is very small, nonlineareffects

ticularlynarrow,6x • Lvf• in thestrongly
nonlinear
may causethe width of the FLR to becomecomparable
to the electroninertial length, a regimewe shall discuss

0.0!

later.

0
0

!

2

3

4

Figure 3 showsthe temporal behavior of the wave
field and density perturbation at two locations along x,
namely,x = 0.5, and in the vicinity of the magneticfield

5

t / tsat

maximum(x = 0.58) in Figure 1. This figureshows

....

that the SAW magnetic field saturates at the instant
when the density perturbation goes through a minimum. Figure 3c showsthe temporal nonlinear phase
shift between the driver and the excited SAW at the po-

-0.02

c

-0.04

..

sition x = 0.5.
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,

,
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4

....

Ponderomotive

saturation

of the SAW

magneticfield occursdue to the temporal nonlinearfre-

'\

i

....

5

t / tsat

quencyshift, ;vn/4, in equation(19a). Physically,this
effect is the result of the ponderomotiveforce creating
a nonuniformdistribution of plasmaalong geomagnetic
field lines. Note that the integrated massdensity along
each flux tube remains constant. However, the redistribution of plasma causes a decrease in the natural
frequencyof the magnetic field line with time. Once
the nonlinear phase shift associatedwith this effect has

reached7r/2, the driverandlocallyexcitedSAWget out

(c)

'.

(1)

ß

•

ß

-0.8

'...
0

!

2

3

4

5

t / tsat
Figure 3. Tempor• behaviorof (a) magneticfieldamplitude,(b) amplitudeof densityperturbation,and (c)
nonlinear ph•e shift, obt•ned from the numericM so-

lutionto equations(19a) and (19b). Parameters
correspondto Q = 4.25, and R = 1.32 x 10-4. The electron
inertia length is set to zero.

ized to tsat. Figure lb showsthe excited density perturbation that is driven by the ponderomotiveforce of
the excited SAW. Note that as time proceeds,the magnetic field and density perturbation are constrictedinto
a channelthat becomesincreasinglymore narrow with
time. The earthward edge of this channel stays at a
more or less fixed x-position, while the resonancepeak

shiftsslightlyearthward(equatorward)
with time. Figure 2 showsa cut along the x direction of Figure i at
a time near 4tsar. In Figure 2b, the local decreasein
density means that the resonanceposition, defined as

of phase and momentarily do not interact. When the
instantaneousamplitude of the density perturbation returns through its minimum, the excited magneticfield
can onceagain becomereinforcedby the driver. However,the earthwardshift and narrowingof the resonance
means that the peak value of the SAW magnetic field
will move slightly earthward. The faint lines in Figures
3a and 3b correspondto temporal fluctuations of n and
b near to the shifted resonanceposition, where the linear frequencydetuning parameter A;v is nonzero. This
contributesto the more rapid temporal growth that is
seen near t = 5tsat. At this time, the ponderomotive
force has led to a near discontinuity in the density in
the radial direction. Because dissipation and electron
inertia are absent from this example, the resonancecontinues to narrow asymmetrically, and ultimately either
of these two effects will be required to prevent further
narrowingof the resonance.
For completeness,Figure 4 showsresults for a warm

plasma,satisfyingQ - 12.25and R - 1.32x 10-4.
In this case, the increased thermal pressureprevents
strongperturbationsof the density. The maximum den-

sity perturbationis only 3% or so of the ambientdensity by the time t = 7tsat, and differencesbetween this
warm plasma case and the resultsshownin Figure 3a
are apparent. In particular, the asymmetricalshift of
the SAW magnetic field peak amplitude occursmuch
later in time, after the resonancehasgrownto large amplitude. The maximum amplitude of the excited SAW
magneticfield in Figure 4 is roughly a factor of 2 larger

the positionxc where;v = kzVa(x), movesto higher than in Figure3a, and is determined
by equation(24)
valuesof x. An analysisof equations(19a) and (19b) ratherthan by equation(25). However,
in spiteof the
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demonstratesthat the finite group velocity of the SAW
enablesthe wave to propagateearthward of the turning
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Now we briefly consider electron inertia effects in a
cold plasmafor which the nonlinearparameter Q = 1.5.
Figure 6 shows the amplitude of the real part of the
SAW magnetic field and nonlinear density perturbations as a function

of the x coordinate

and time.
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Figure 4. Temporalbehaviorof magneticfield amplitude obtainedfrom the numericalsolutionto equations

(19a) and (19b). Parameterscorrespond
to Q = 12.25
andR = 1.32x 10-4. The electron
inertialengthis set
to zero.

x (Normalized)
0.08

(b)
•

.

0.06

relativelysmalldensityfluctuations
in thisexample,the
temporalponderomotivenonlinearphaseshift that developsstill leads to saturation of the wave fields.
In a warm plasma,the ponderomotive
saturationamplitude is large, and correspondingly,
the resonance
is
very narrow. In a cold plasma,the asymmetricalshift

andextremenarrowingof the resonance
canoccurearly
in time, and both of theseexamplessuggestthat at

0.04
0.02

0

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

some point nonideal MHD effects must be considered.
If dissipationis small, the first modificationthat occurs

x (Normalized)
is dueto electroninertia. This is illustratedin Figure Figure 5. ShearAlfv•n wavemagneticfield nearthe
5, whichusesparametersof Figure4, with Q = 12.25, time4tsar.In Figure5a the realpart (boldline)and
the imaginarypart (faintline) of the magneticfieldare

R = 1.32x 10-4, andtheelectron
inertiallengthfinite sketchedfor the casewherethe x dimensionis 400A•.

and chosensuchthat the x dimension
is 400Ae,where In Figure 5b the amplitudefor the electroninertia case
A• is the electroninertia length. Figure 5a shows'the boldline)is compared
with the caseforwhichA• = 0
realandimaginarypartsof the SAWmagneticfieldand faint line). Otherparameterscorrespond
to Q = 12.25.
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periodic boundary conditions in the azimuthal y and
field-aligned z directions, and in the direction of inhomogeneityx, we apply a reflectingboundary condition
at x = L,. At w = 0, we propagate into the system a
monochromatic

fast mode wave which reflects from its

turning point near to the center of the inhomogeneity
direction. Part of the fast mode energy evanescently
•;':'•:'....:•::.
......:•?.-:•:.'•*:½,..-:-'•:*.'.:-•:.-':::::•:::
:.-:.-::::
......::•,
,,,.....-...•...,,.....-.-....•,..:.-••••••••(•
ß ..............
tunnels to the resonant layer where it excites a SAW
FLR. The remaining part of the fast mode energy reflects from the turning point and is able to freely exit
through the ß = 0 boundary. Note that the ß = 0
boundary conditions involve using the fast mode dis-
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persionrelation w = w(k) to relate wave quantities
(6p,b, v) at ß = 0 to an imposedelectricfield. Then,
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the boundary conditionsfor eachwave quantity at x = 0
are expressedin the form
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which enables outgoing waves to pass freely through

•

the boundary.
In the aboveequation,
f represents
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Figure 6. Temporal behavior of magnetic field amplitude and density perturbation obtained from the nu-

nonlinear parameter Q = 1.5, and the x dimensionis

0.2

0.03
0.02

0.01

of the electron inertia SAW. This is shownin Figure
7a, which shows the real part of b at times equal to
1.2tsarand 2.4tsar,respectively. Later in time, Figures
6 and 7b indicate that a transition stage occurswhicta
involves a new set of spatial and temporal scales. We
shall return to an explanation of this later.
7. Results

of Three-Dimensional

Numerical

Simulations

0

-0.01
-0.02
-0.03

x (Normalized)
Figure 7. Temporal behaviorof magneticfield amplitude obtained from the numerical solution to equations

In this section, we shall investigate the validity of (19a) and (19b). In Figure7a, t = 1.2t•t (boldline)
the results describedabove by using a fully nonlinear and t = 2.4t•t (faint line). In Figure 7b t = 2.4t•at
3-D computer model that solves the complete set of (bold line) and t = 4t•t (faint line). The nonlinear
MHD equations(1)-(5). Our computermodelimposes parameter Q = 1.5, and the x dimensionis 400Ae.
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tudes(takingtransforms
in the y and z directions)
of
the y component
of the fundamental
mode(ky,kz) of
the SAW magneticfield and the ponderomotiveforce

induceddensityperturbation(0,2k•) as a functionof
x and time t, where the time axis is normalizedto the
number of waveperiodsof the incident fast mode driver.
The localized nature of the excited SAW field and ponderomotivedensity perturbation is quite evident in this
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Figure 8. The temporalbehaviorof the amplitude

2

of the (a) fundamental
modemagnetic
fieldand (b)
2k• componentof the density perturbation from the

6

8

10

t / tsaw

numericalsolutionto equations(1)-(5). Parameters
correspondto Q • 4.25. The maximum contourlevel
in Figure 8a corresponds
to 0.18B0, and in Figure 8b,
6p = 0.33p,•, wherep,• is the densityat the resonance
layer. The electroninertia length is set to zero.

4

0.8

0.6

nonlinearsystemandin the simplifiedmodel(equations
(19a) and (19b)). In the latter, the driveris modeled

0.4

by the constant term R, and nonlinear effects on the

0.2

driver are therefore ignored. In the full system, the
interaction

of the fast mode driver

and excited

SAW is

.,.modeled
self-consistently. In our simulations, we also
imposean ambient magnetic field that is uniform along
x so that the gradient in the Alfv•n velocityis due to a
spatially varying density profile.
In the following, we consider numerical solutions to
the full set of MHD equations for different values of
the nonlinear parameter Q. In the first case that is
considered, for which Q • 4.25, we impose a flux of
compressionalAlfv•n wavesat the boundary of our system, x - 0, which gives a driver strength corresponding to R • 0.018. Figure 8 showsthe Fourier ampli-

t / tsaw
Figure 9. TemporalSbehavior
of the amplitudeof (a)
the fundamentalmode magneticfield, (b) nonlinear
phaseshift,and(c) ponderomotive
densityperturbation
obtainedfromnumericalsolutions
to equations(1)-(5).
In Figure9b, the boldlinecorresponds
to Figure9a, and
the faint line is on a field line that is outsideof the peak.

In Figure9b, the (0, 2kz) spatialharmonicdominates
higher modes. Parameterscorrespondto Q • 4.25.
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figure. Figure9 showsthe nonlinearphaseshift, density
perturbation, and resulting local saturation of the wave
fieldsof the excitedSAW. On comparingFigures9a and
9b, it canbe seenthat the SAW magneticfieldsaturates
on a given field line when the ponderomotivenonlinear
phaseshift is approximately•r/2. The faint horizontal
line in Figure 9b showsthe nonlinear phase shift that

occursona fieldlinewhichis outsideofthe FLR (to the
right of the peak). It is clearthat ponderomotive
effects
occur within the region of strong SAW fields. In Figure

0.15
0.1

0.0s

0
-0.05
-0.1

9cwehavealsoplottedthe amplitudeof (0, 2nkz)higher
spatial harmonics of the density. These can be seen as
the low-amplitude modesin Figure 9c, where it is clear

x/R e

that the lowestwavenumber
mode (0,2kz) dominates
over higher spatial harmonics. This confirmsthat our
simplified model of FLRs derived earlier providesa valid
description of the nonlinear dynamics in this example.
The time dependence of the bz component of the
compressionalwave magnetic field is shown in Figure
10. This component of the magnetic field represents
the driver term in the simplified model of FLR excitation discussedabove. It can be seen that bz is nearly

constantacrossthe resonance
layer (from x - 0.4 to
x - 0.6) duringthefirstfewperiodsofthe excitedSAW.
However, after nonlinear effects become important, bz
becomesspatially inhomogeneousin a narrow region
surrounding the resonancelayer. At the time of nonlinear saturation, the spatJollyaverageddriver strength
in the vicinity of the resonance layer corresponds to

0.8

0.4
0.2

x/R e
Figure 11. Radialdependence
of (a) the By compo-

R • 0.018. Accordingto equation(25), the nonlinear nent of the magneticfield and (b) the plasmadensity

saturation timescale is approximately 4.8 wave periods, obtained
fromnumerical
solutions
to equations
(1)-(5).
to t = 6.StsAw,andthe bold
and the saturated amplitude of the y componentof the The faint linescorrespond
correspond
to
SAW magnetic field is predicted to be approximately linesto t = litsAw. Other parameters
0.18B0. These estimatesare found to be in good agree- those of Figure 8.
ment with the numericalresultsshownin Figure 8. Subtracting the 2 Alfv6n period linear ramp up time of the
compressional•ave field, Figure 9 showsthat near the
Figure 11 showsthe y componentof the magnetic
center of the magneticfield structure, nonlinearsaturafield
and plasma density at one particular azimuthal
tion occursin approximately 4.6 periods,again in good
position
in the equatorialplaneof the magnetosphere.
agreement with the theory.

Note that the x-axis scaleis now plotted in terms of

the real spatial coordinate. The faint lines show results
0.025

near the time of nonlinearsaturation,and the solidlines
correspondto t • 11ts^w. Figure 11b showsthe modification to the plasma density that occursas a result
of the ponderomotive force of the excited SAW. The

fluctuation in densitynear ;r - 0 is due to the incident
N

'"

0.015

0.01

compressional
wave. In Figure 11a, a slightearthward
shift of the SAW magneticfield with time can be seen.
It can alsobe observed
that followingthe time of nonlinear saturation, the radial scalesize of the resonanceis

quite narrow. Our simplifiedmodel equationsindicate
that followingthe time of ponderomotive
saturation,
0.005
nonlinear
structuring
can
lead
to
radial
scale
sizesthat
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
are an order of magnitudesmallerthan for dissipative
x (normalized)
saturation.Unfortunately,in our 3-D modelthe spatial
resolution
of the finite difference
grid preventsus from
Figure 10. Temporalbehaviorof the amplitudeof
the bz componentof the fundamentalmodemagnetic followingthe developmentof the FLR beyondthe time
field obtained from numerical solutions to equations indicated in Figure 11.
(1)-(5). Parameters
correspond
to thoseof Figure(8). In terms of physicalquantities,the minimum radial
Curves labeled a-c correspond to time t - 3.9rs^w, scale sizes reachedin Figure 11 are of the order of
t- 6.8rs^w, and t- litsAw, respectively.
0.1 Rr, with the overallwidth of the FLR beingup-
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Finally, we consider nonlinear ponderomotive effects
in the presenceof finite electron inertia. Figure 12 compareswarm and cold plasmaeffects.In Figure 12a, ponderomotive effects are negligible, while in Figure 12b,
parametersare chosensuchthat Q is approximately 1.5
at the resonanceposition. It is seenthat ponderomotive
effectslead to a significantmotion of the FLR acrossthe
spatial gradient in the Alfv6n speed profile and that
narrowing of the resonanceoccurs as it shifts position.
The resultsin Figure 12b alsoshowthat ponderomotive
steepeningof the Alfv6n speedprofile, which is very similar to that observedin Figure 11, leads to a truncated
Airy-like pattern of the SAW magnetic field. This is
more clearly seenin Figure 13, which showscuts of the
data in Figure 12 at times correspondingto t = 6tsAw
and t = 12tsAw, respectively. This results from the fact
0.2

0.39

0.58

0.77

0.96

that modeconversion
is nowtak.;ng
placein a steepened
Alfv6n speed profile, with a correspondinglynarrower

x (Normalized)

resonancewidth. Note that the resultsshownin Figure 13b are in agreementwith the behavior observedin
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Figure 12. Temporal behaviorof the amplitude of the
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fundamentalmodemagneticfield. Shownare (a) warm
plasmawith Q = 24 and (b) coldplasmawith Q • 1.5.
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0

0.1
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In bothcases,
theelectron
inertia
length
isfinite.

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.4

0.5

x/•e
0.15

proximately1 /i•r. Taking accountof mappingfactors
betweenthe equatorial plane and the ionosphere,the
smallestscalesizecorrespondsto a few kilometersabove

0.1

0.05

.

theionosph'ere
andis compatible
with latitudinalscale
sizesof FLRs observed
in the F region[Samsonet al.,
1992].In the equatorialplane,Figure11 alsosuggests
that tyroradiuseffectsmightplayan importantrolein
the evolution of FLRs, with electron inertia effectsbe-

comingmoreimportantin the auroralaccelerator
region
where the electroninertia length can be of the order of
1-2 km. We again caution that the limiting scalesize
in Figure 11 is set by the dissipationscalesizeof our
numerical scheme. In reality, this limiting scale size is
likely to be much smaller,and thus our resultssuggest
that nonlinear radial structuring of FLRs may become
significant.
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Figure 13. Spatialdependence
of the fundamentalmode
magnetic
fieldat t = 6ts^
w (faintlines)andt = 12ts^
w(bold
lines). Shownare (a) warmplasmawith Q = 24 and, (b)
coldplasmawith Q = 1.5. In bothcases,theelectroninertia
lengthis finite.
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eningof the wavepacketis preventedby the dissipation process:the Kelvin-Helmholtz(KH) instability.It is
presentin the numericalscheme,while in the reduced well known that the KH instability of a plasma shear
MHD model, a transition stageis observed,as discussed flow has a maximum growth rate given approximately
previously. An analysisshowsthat the transition ob- by ?KH • 0.3Vy/a, wherea is the thickness
of the
servedin the reducedmodel, i.e., Figure 7b, is due to a shear layer. In the case of FLRs, the thicknessof the
secondarynonlinearprocesscalledthe parametricdecay shearlayercorresponds
to a • 5x]2 • 2•rL/•t, andVy
instability[Galeevand Oraevskii,
1963].This involves can be related to the amplitude of the magnetic field
the decayof the SAW into a slow magnetosonic
wave byaccording
to Vy ~ wby/Bokz• t•2t/2kz sothat
that the KH
and a pair of daughterelectroninertia SAWs. The dis- ?KH~ O.024t•st2/kzL. It is expected
persion associated with electron inertia SAWs means instability will only affect the resonanceif it can de-

that frequencyand wavenumbermatchingconditions velop during one period of the compressionalAlfv•n
can be satisfiedfor the decay instability providedthe
electroninertia !engthis finite. The growthrate for the
decay processis exponential,and this introducesnew
temporal and spatial scalesinto the problem. This is
beyond the scopeof the present analysisand will be
discussedin a separatepublication.

wave. Therefore we may roughly estimate ?KH • •v
as the condition

for FLR

saturation

due to the KH

instability[Samsonand Rankin, 1994]and arrive at

by,sat
•* 3.2Bov•kzLR
andtsat•-•6.5a•
--1v/kzL/R. The
comparisonof the timescalesfor saturation of the FLR
by the KH instability and by the ponderomotivemech-

anism(equation(25))demonstrates
explicitlythat the
competition between these two nonlinear mechanisms,
at least in the case of cold plasma, f• • 1, depends
We have presentedtheory and numericalsimulations on the relationship betweenthe driver strength R and
of highly nonlinearplasmaprocesses
associated
with the the plasma inhomogeneity scale k•L. The ponderoponderomotiveforce of standingshear Alfv•n FLRs in motive nonlinearity developsfaster and saturates at a
a box model magnetosphere.The ponderomotiveforce lowerlevelif R • (kzL)s. Our initial assumptions
of
drives nonlinear density perturbations which evolve as weak plasmainhomogeneity,k•L • 1, and weak driver,
slow mode acoustic waves. The excited slow modes
R • 1, favor the ponderomotivenonlinearity. Howchangethe natural frequencyof the magneticfieldlines ever, it may not be so under realistic magnetospheric
on which they are excited, and it has been shownthat conditionsbecausethe parameter k•L may be lessthan
this can lead to nonlinear saturation of electron inertia
one and an increaseof the plasma thermal pressurewill
SAWs that are being resonantlyexcitedby compres- lengthenthe ponderomotivesaturation time. We also
sionalMIlD fast modewaves.Usinga simplifiedset of cannot exclude the possibilitythat the KH instability
reducedMIlD equations,we have derivedexpressions will developas a secondaryinstability of a ponderomofor the amplitude,width, and timescaleof ponderomo- tively saturated FLR.
tire saturation and have shownthat in low-/• plasma,
$. Conclusions

the ponderomotive
nonlinearityis the controllingfactor
in determiningthe temporal evolutionof FLRs.
In the limit of vanishingelectroninertia, ponderomotive saturation is accompaniedby an asymmetrical
narrowingand nonlinearradial structuringof the excited SAWs. With finite electroninertia, the asymmetrical narrowingand structuringof the FLR wave form

coincides
with earthward(equatorward)
motion. This
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